Master’s Students Rate The College of Education

Student Responses:

**THE MASTER’S PROGRAM HELPED ME...**

97% 
**BECOME MORE KNOWLEDGEABLE IN MY FIELD**

> Different perspectives are valued, and it encouraged me to be more responsive to my student and community’s needs.

94% 
**DEVELOP IMPORTANT NEW SKILLS IN MY FIELD**

> We really developed a bond and created a family environment which is something I am so thankful for. I also valued the networking between all different schools on the island. I am forever grateful to have met everyone.

95% 
**GROW AS AN EDUCATIONAL PROFESSIONAL**

> The friendships and comradery that one develops is priceless.

*Source: 2017-2018 Master’s Student Survey. Administered in the Fall 2018, Spring 2018, and Summer 2018 semesters as web-based surveys to all master’s students who were graduating in the semester of the survey’s administration. Respondent’s opinions were calculated using a five-point scale ranging from Very Important to Very Unimportant.*

*Response Rate: In the 2018-2019 academic year, 158 of the 285 graduating master’s students responded, resulting in a response rate of 55.4%.*